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Dear friends,
welcome to the premier issue of tabla Magazine. new indian cuisine has come a long way since we launched the 
restaurant back in 1998. at the time, we were one of the pioneering indian restaurants in america to offer a new 
perspective on regional indian cuisine by blending indian flavors and spices with western cooking techniques and 
local ingredients. Since then, several new indian restaurants have opened across the country, and it has been quite a 
thrill to be part of this remarkable culinary revolution and to share our love of indian food with our staff and guests.  

as american diners become more aware of the nuances of the fine spices, flavors and techniques that define tabla’s 
cuisine, the perception that indian food is solely about hot spices is slowly subsiding.  it’s been exciting to watch our 
guests grow more interested in (and passionate about) the way the restaurant has reimagined how spices are paired.  
at tabla, we strive to continue to inspire and entertain guests with our indian cooking. 

without question, india’s many regions boast a vibrant, vast and often complex cuisine. while that may be part of the 
thrill for some, it may also be overwhelming for others. at the restaurant, we want our guests to feel comfortable with 
the food. we consciously try to introduce new ingredients or flavors into familiar dishes so guests will feel a strong 
connection to the menu. 

we welcome every guest who walks through our doors as part of our family. this familial attitude extends to our 
relationships with our suppliers and whenever possible we work with local farmers and purveyors. this not only 
supports the local economy and helps sustain neighborhood farms, but also results in better, fresher and more 
delicious food. 

we especially look forward to fall and winter – it’s all about flavorful, satisfying and comforting foods: braising meats, 
roasting root vegetables, using new York State’s profusion of apples in everything from stews to dessert.  this is a great 
time of year to cook and to experience new indian cuisine. 

in the following pages you’ll meet a local game meat purveyor, receive a spice tutorial, and learn about pairing wine 
and beer with our cuisine, among other things.

we hope you enjoy reading these stories. as always, we encourage you to share any insights you may have with us, as 
your thoughts help keep us inspired and always improving. 

warmly, 

 floyd Cardoz terry Coughlin  
 executive Chef/Partner General Manager 

w e l C o M e
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when dining at tabla, along with indian spices and flavors, you may also 
taste a pinch of the nostalgia Chef Cardoz lovingly stirs into his new indian 
cuisine.  floyd’s eyes light up when the subject turns to memories of india, 
his family, his childhood, and food. 

floyd is extremely proud of his heritage. He grew up in a middle class family 
and lived in both Bombay and Goa. He recalls his home being a place 
where a meal was always being prepared and dinner parties were often held 
throughout the week. as a young boy, he was frequently in the kitchen, first 
just watching and learning, and eventually chopping, sautéing, braising 
and cooking anything and everything possible. floyd had clearly found his 
passion. 

“Sneaking extra tamarind from the pantry for a snack; riding bikes with my friends 
to buy lamb sandwiches from a cart; eating corn grilled street-side on an open 
flame ( for less than a penny!); going to the bakery to eat piping hot Poee, a Goan 
Portuguese bread, straight from the oven; arguing with my mother about who chops 
vegetables better…” floyd could go on and on recalling vibrant memories 
from his youth. 

in 1984, floyd decided to turn this passion into his career, attending culinary 
schools in Bombay and then Switzerland, where he worked cooking in 
french, italian and indian restaurants. it was during this time floyd realized 
his dream to open a restaurant where he could blend the best of indian and 
western cooking. after a brief return to india, floyd moved to new York and 
worked alongside Chef Gray Kunz (who became his mentor) at Lespinasse. 
Chef Kunz embraced the use of indian spices in his kitchen and welcomed 
floyd’s expertise. in 1998, floyd’s dream became a reality, when he opened 
tabla with restaurateur Danny Meyer and Union Square Hospitality Group, 
introducing diners to his groundbreaking new indian cuisine. 

Dining upstairs at tabla, where floyd seasons american food and local 
ingredients with indian spices, offers guests a window into an earlier chapter 
in floyd’s life. “I like to combine a memory of a flavor with an ingredient that is more 
familiar to our guests. As a child, I remember devouring oxtail that was served on the 
bone, and eaten with your hands. In a fine dining restaurant, that memory doesn’t 
necessarily translate so well, and in refining the cooking process and presentation, I 
created my recipe for Sweet, Spiced Braised Oxtail. The dish allows you to experience 
the same flavors I knew growing up but in the context of a fine dining experience. The 
magic lies in closing your eyes, tasting , and imagining.”

Downstairs at Bread Bar, the menu is a bold mixture of traditional home-style 
and street-fare indian food also created using the freshest local ingredients. 
to capture the spirit of the true cultural experience, floyd suggests sharing 
the dishes at the table. at home, he takes great pride in introducing his own 
children to his family history at the dinner table. “Eating a meal together is one 
of the best – and most fun – ways for my wife and I to teach our children about our 
upbringings, culture, and heritage. The boys learn about us through cooking , through 
eating and through sharing our stories at the dinner table. Just a few months ago we 
were sitting eating Indian mangoes (which are just the sweetest mangoes imaginable), 
and I was reminded of how we’d always have them at my grandmother’s house and 
that we would feed the leftovers to her pigs.  It was such a nice memory to share and 
savor with my family.” 

it brings floyd immense joy to see his children embracing indian culture and 
food. this past summer his boys had the opportunity to visit india and stay 
with his family for a long vacation.  His youngest son Justin, 9, chose to go to 
india. after Justin’s arrival, floyd recalls a phone conversation where the first 
and last thing Justin talked about was all the “cool” food he was eating.  floyd’s 
oldest son Peter, 14, decided to forego another visit to his parent’s native land 

Meet Floyd Cardoz: 
Chef and Family Man

P r o f i l e
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for the opportunity to work with his dad at tabla. He trained as a host, food 
runner, and bus boy – learning every aspect of the restaurant.  Both boys had 
the time of their lives. floyd couldn’t help but feel sentimental as he thought 
about his family, their appreciation for their culture and, of course, their 
inherited love of food.  n n nn n n

news and notes chits-chat: 
cooking tips from the chef

cooking creDo:  
“always use the right tool 
for the right job”

most useful pot or pan in 
the kitchen is the 
all-clad tangine (available 
at most kitchen supply 
stores).

also, thick-bottomed 
stainless steel pots are ideal 
for cooking spiced foods.

kitchen pet peeves 
“putting hot pots on cutting 
boards or using serrated 
knives for everything drives 
me crazy!”

glossary oF 
inDian terms
garam masala: hot or 
warming spices.  normally 
consists of ground 
cinnamon, cloves, green 
cardamom, black cardamom 
and mace.

curry: not a spice, but 
rather a sauce with spices 
in it; the sauce can be a 
combination of one (or 
many) spices.

latest ingreDient 
obsession anD  
where to get it
aloo bukhara (indian dried 
apricots) awesome  
for purees and braises. 
available at Foods of india or 
most indian grocery stores. 

muir glen organic 
ketchup   
everyone should use this – it’s 
amazing!

Dosa Devotion 
best place to get Dosas  
(savory south indian crepes)

Dosa hut  
45-63 bowne street 
Queens  
(located right next to a 
beautiful hindu temple)

chits: from the hindu translation for ‘small note’

n    congratulations to chef Floyd cardoz for being recognized 
as Food network’s first ever humanitarian of the year.  
the honor was announced at the Food network awards 
ceremony in south beach this past February, specifically for 
his work with share our strength in new orleans following 
hurricane katrina in addition to his work with other 
charitable organizations.   

n    tabla is thrilled to announce that terry coughlin was recently 
named general manager. terry has been a part of the tabla 
family since 2004, most recently as assistant general 
manager and prior to that as the wine & service Director.  
before joining tabla, terry spent seven years at gramercy 
tavern as a server and captain.  terry welcomes your 
thoughts and would be happy to help you with any special 
requests. he can be reached most anytime at tcoughlin@
tablany.com.

n    we welcome leo barrera as the new beverage Director at 
tabla. another gramercy tavern alum, leo spent six years at 
gramercy tavern where he worked his way through many 
positions, including captain, floor manager, and assistant 
beverage director, before joining the tabla family. 

n    cheers to tabla for receiving a 2007 “best of award of 
excellence” from Wine Spectator.  the next time you’re dining 
with us at tabla, we hope you’ll have the opportunity to 
peruse our list and select a wonderful wine to enjoy with our 
new indian cuisine.
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 THE PRIDE OF TUSCANY SINCE 1927, LUSH AND LUMINOUS ACQUA PANNA FROM S.PELLEGRINO IS THE PERFECT COMPLEMENT TO FINE FOOD AND WINE.

 A WATER THAT BELONGS ON THE WINE LIST.
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chits-chat: 
cooking tips from the chef
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when Danny Meyer first set his sights on 11 Madison avenue as a potential 
home for his new indian restaurant tabla, Madison Square Park was a far cry 
from a dining destination. a dilapidated locale had never deterred Danny 
before (think Union Square in 1985 before Union Square Cafe); rather, it 
inspired him. Union Square Hospitality Group (USHG) restaurants have 
always strived to play active roles in their communities – tabla and sibling 
eleven Madison Park would be no exception. Since tabla’s inception, Danny 
and his partners were committed to leading a neighborhood renaissance to 
bring Madison Square Park back to its previous glory.

Perhaps an even greater challenge than restoring Madison Square Park would 
be to transform a grand, angular limestone building on the national registry 
of historic places into a home for an intimate, indian inspired restaurant.   
the building’s strong, austere façade belies the warmth of the tandoori oven 
and sensuality of exotic spices that you are greeted with immediately upon 
entering tabla.  for Chef Cardoz, the challenge between the building’s exterior 
and tabla’s interior seemed only fitting for his restaurant, as the very idea of  
“embracing what is available” is the foundation of traditional indian cuisine. 

tabla is housed in the former Metlife building, which was originally developed 
in the late 1920s and was intended to be a 100-story tower (the tallest in the 
world at the time). the construction was halted with the Depression, leaving 
a 30-story base of what would have been a massive skyscraper. what remained 
was an oddly shaped, yet elegant, structure so laden with marble and ornate 
trim that it seems almost a tribute for art Deco style. 

ironically, the art Deco style that remains serves as a beautiful foundation for 
tabla’s interior design. as tabla was conceived to blend american and indian 
culinary traditions, a purely indian interior would never have sufficed. working 

Drumming Up Style
D e S i G n

with the architecture firm Bentel and Bentel, who also helped transform 
Gramercy tavern (another USHG restaurant set in a national historic 
building), the team refashioned the classic art Deco space into a swirling  
sea of texture and color.

the main feature of the dining room is the sizable oculus at its center, 
designed to create the feeling of being inside a drum. the inspiration for the 
oculus came directly from the restaurant’s name, tabla, which is a traditional 
two-sided indian drum that produces a distinctive sound. as floyd points 
out in his cookbook, ‘one Spice, two Spice,’ “These drums have crossed a 
cultural divide – today you’ll hear them in Western music from jazz to electronic, 
and crossing that cultural divide is exactly what we wanted the food at Tabla to 
accomplish.”

the circular shape and the cross-stitching on tablas are two central design 
elements carried throughout both dining rooms. Curved banquettes line 
the perimeter of the lower floor like smaller drums circling the oculus, each 
with back cushions featuring the intricate stitching. the same cross-stitching 
is carried upstairs through the metalwork on the banister of the curved 
staircase. 

the design team worked to infuse the color palette of the restaurant with  
the brilliant pigments found on traditional indian saris. a verdant green 
covers the walls, along with stunning mosaics created by robert Kushner that  
capture the colors and chaotic beauty of the subcontinent. this marriage of 
new and old, of tradition and modernity, of east and west, translates through 
not only to tabla’s design, but to every element of the stunning restaurant.     
n n nn n n

How an art deco landmark became a home for New Indian cuisine 
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e v e n t S

The evenT: a taste test to determine what works better with Chef Cardoz’s 
boldly flavored new indian dishes – wine or beer? 

The TasTing Team: Comprised of four Beverage Directors from Union 
Square Hospitality Group (Stephen Mancini, Union Square Cafe; Juliette Pope, 
Gramercy tavern; John ragan, eleven Madison Park; and Jay Doran, Blue 
Smoke). 

The ResulT: a lively event that sparked a heated debate among some of 
nYC’s most respected palates. 

Conventional wisdom finds indian cuisine best paired with beer. Many people, 
however, prefer grapes to grain. over the past couple of years, tabla has seen 
guests ordering more and more wine with their meals. Guests have also grown 
increasingly opinionated in deciding what to imbibe with their meals – and 
many a tabla server has been called in to help mediate the selection process 
at the table. the debate has become such a fun one that the managerial team 
decided to get some beverage experts in on the action. 

to clarify things, terry Coughlin, tabla’s General Manager, invited this 
impressive group to an afternoon of tasting, anticipating an interesting and 
revealing exchange. floyd created an exciting and flavorful menu and tabla’s 

Put to the taste test

former Beverage Director, Brandon Barton, selected various beer and wines 
to accompany each dish. as the meal unfolded, it was apparent that even the 
most fine-tuned palates were at moments challenged by the nuances in flavors. 
Stephen Mancini found it eye-opening, confessing he’s accustomed to “the 
simpler food at Union Square Cafe.” Jay Doran and Juliette Pope agreed. “I’m not 
used to playing with these flavors,” Juliette noted. and John ragan tipped his hat 
to the chef: “With so many things going on in one dish, I’d imagine it must be a major 
challenge to get the volume level just right.” 

the group moved through each course one sip at a time – tasting, savoring, 
mulling and clearly enjoying the task at hand. the result was not so much a clear-
cut decision, as it was a frank discussion of the endless pairing opportunities this 
cuisine creates. and, as always the case with these kinds of things, it all came 
down to a matter of personal preference.

“Many of our guests ask for guidance when selecting beverages,” said terry Coughlin.  
“Mostly they’re looking to know what will work best with the spices. First we try to get a 
sense of their preferences, and then (with their approval) we select something that meets 
their likes but also is hopefully new to them.” 

rarely do general rules apply to such a complex cuisine, but John ragan had this 
to share for indian food aficionados in search of a good bottle: “Keep the alcohol 
low and the acid high, stay away from the oak and don’t be afraid of the fruit!”   n n nn n n 

top beer anD wine experts Debate grape or grain  
with a new inDian menu
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Juliette PoPe 
Wine Director  
Gramercy Tavern

Confident and direct;  
The Sharp Shooter 
Juliette has served in almost every 
capacity at Gramercy tavern, from 
pastry cook to captain to floor 
manager to beverage director.  Prior 
to joining Gramercy tavern in 1998, 
she worked at Union Square Cafe.

tabla Plays Host to union square HosPitality GrouP beveraGe Directors

Jay Doran 
Wine and Beverage Director  
Blue Smoke/Jazz Standard 

Affable and attentive;  
The “Beer” Guy 
working at Blue Smoke, Jay has had 
more experience with beer than the 
others in the group.  But he admits 
that he has seen wine become a 
more and more popular choice with 
the barbecue served at Blue Smoke 
since he arrived in 2006.

stePHen Mancini 
Wine & Spirits Director 
Union Square Café 

Eager and eloquent;  
The Young Gun  
Stephen started at Gramercy 
tavern in 2002 as a back-waiter and 
worked his way up to captain. He 
then moved over to Union Square 
Cafe as dining room manager and, 
later, assistant beverage director and 
sommelier. this wine connoisseur is 
now the wine & Spirits Director for 
USC, one of the youngest in his field 
in the city.

JoHn raGan 
Wine Director 
Eleven Madison Park 

Smooth and classy;  
The Observer 
all it took for this east Coast native 
to fall in love with wine was one trip 
to napa valley. He spent seven years 
fine-tuning his skills in napa and 
in San francisco (where he joined 
Chef Daniel Humm at Campton 
Place). in 2006, John moved to 
new York to continue his work with 
Daniel at eleven Madison Park.

“The heat and spices in the food  
hit everyone differently...”
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on tHe table:  witH introDuctions to DisHes by cHef carDoz

tiMBale of HaMaCHi

Heart of palm, Daikon Greenmarket 
radish, tamarind-Pineapple Broth.

“This is sushi grade Hamachi, filled 
with a salad of heart of palm, assorted 
radishes, pickled watermelon rind, 
ginger and chilies. The broth is made 
with tamarind and pineapple juice, 
along with a bit of ginger, mint oil and 
is topped with grey salt. There is a touch 
of heat to this dish to compensate for the 
fattiness of the hamachi and the acidity 
of the tamarind.” 

beer: Sixpoints, Sweet action

wine: Chablis, Premier Cru 
“Montée de tonnerre,” Collet, 
Burgundy 2005

Brandon picked the Sixpoints for its 
sweetness: “With the tamarind playing 
a big role in this dish, the earthy, sweet-
sour flavor really comes through for 
me.” on the other hand, the Chablis 
plays off the pineapple and all the 
crisp vegetables: “The acidity of the 
Chablis should work with the Daikon 
radish.”

Jay felt the beer lingered a little 
too long, while the Chablis was 
noticeably crisp with a clean finish. 
“With so much going on in the dish, 
the Chablis allows the flavors to really 
shine.” John agreed with the wine 
choice: “The best part about the dish 
for me was that grey salt bite with 
the Chablis.” Juliette and Stephen 
decided a wine with a little more 
residual sugar, like a German 
reisling, would further enhance the 
sweetness in the dish. “This is such 
a delicate dish,” she explained, “the 
lightness of lower alcohol would be nice 
as well.”

Pan roaSteD aGeD Beef StriP loin & BraiSeD SHort riB

Greenmarket Beans, Spring onions & Horseradish raita

“The sweet-spiced short rib is braised with red wine vinegar, clove, mustard, ginger, garlic 
and chilies. The green beans are braised with chicken stock. The 28-day aged strip loin is 
coated in a crust of coriander seed, mustard seeds and black pepper. It is accompanied by 
a raita flavored with horseradish, ginger and pepper.”

beer: Dogfish Head, raison D’etre

wine:   Chinon, Chauveau 
“antique,” loire 2003

Considered by many to be one of the 
best dishes on tabla’s menu, Stephen 
aptly captured its essence: “Hundreds 
of flavors that have focus, and purpose 
and place!”

while the beer worked well, the 
Chinon was the winner with the strip 
loin: “What a wild dish with so many 
different Indian flavors on the palate. 
And then you pair a Loire Cabernet 
Franc that’s from half a world away 
and somehow it just makes sense,” John 
observed.  Jay added that the spice in 
the Chinon was ‘just awesome’ with 
the steak.

in fact, most agreed the beer was the 
best match with the short ribs: “The 
short ribs are amazing. The sweetness of 
the beer, which is actually quite simple 
on the palate, is surprisingly clean,” Jay 

observed. “It ties well with the sweetness 
of the spices,” noted Juliette.  Stephen 
concurred: “The braise with the 
sweetness of the beer is spot-on. And the 
Chinon is especially wonderful with the 
black pepper on the outside of the steak.” 

terry Coughlin, General Manager 
of tabla: Dogfish with the short 
rib, Chinon with the sirloin.  “One 
element goes here, one element goes there.  
Herein lies the fun and complexity of 
the dish, and the challenge of pairing 
beverages with Tabla’s cuisine.”  By the 
smile on terry’s face, this is clearly 
an issue the staff deals with – happily 
– on a daily basis!

taBla’S CraB CaKe

Papadum, Goan avocado Salad  
& tamarind Chutney

“A pretty self-explanatory dish  
consisting of tamarind chutney on  
top, Tabla’s avocado salad on the  
bottom and the cakes are flavored  
with coriander and chili.”

beer: Brooklyn local 1 ale

wine:  Grenache Blanc/
roussanne Blend, tensley “Camp 4 
vineyard,” Santa Barbara 2006

there seemed to be a consensus 
that the spices in the crab cake tied 
in nicely with both the beer and 
wine pairing. John noted that “there’s 
a lot of smokiness in this dish, of which 
both beverage choices play off well.  Once 
you get past the high alcohol level, the 
fruit comes across as fresh, with a little 
mint that paired really well with the 
greens.”

His comments prompted Jay to take 
another bite to find the smokiness in 
the dish. “At first I didn’t get the smoke, 
maybe because I’m overpowered by it on 
a daily basis!” he laughed.

“Hundreds of flavors that have a 
focus and a purpose and a place!”
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chablis, premier cru  
“Montée de tonnerre,” Collet, Burgundy 2005 

Hailing from one of the oldest vineyards in france, 
this Chablis is a dry, bright and perfumed white 
wine with a beautiful golden color, tinged with 
green. it’s made from the Chardonnay grape and 
has a distinctive mineral, as well as floral side.

“This is a very clean wine with no wood influence. It has 
a nice body, nice tropical fruits – some great apple and 
citrus notes.” –Brandon Barton, tabla

grenache blanc/ 
roussanne blenD, tensley  
“Camp 4 vineyard,” Santa Barbara 2006

the steely, mineral quality of the Grenache 
Blanc balances well with the lush, rich fruit of the 
roussanne.

“I like the owner, Joey Tensley. He’s the Central Coast 
cowboy of Syrah! I show his Colson Canyon Vineyard 
Syrah on Union Square Cafe’s list. This wine is pretty 
high in alcohol content.” –Stephen Mancini,  
Union Square Cafe

chinon, chauveau  
“antique,” loire 2003

 
an intense, ruby-colored wine made exclusively 
from Cabernet franc grapes from old vines. 
Mediterranean notes of bay leaf, thyme and cloves.

“I like the big Loire Valley wines, but I rarely go to a 
Loire for Cabernet Franc. This wine was really great.”  
 –John ragan, eleven Madison Park

sixpoints, sweet action

Part hefe-weizen, part pilsner, part pale ale.  Blending 
classic German Pilsner malt with a robust english Pale 
ale results in a dry crispiness that is complemented 
by a full-bodied nuttiness.  the english hops add 
fruitiness; the German strain adds a spicy floral note.

“I’m a follower of Sixpoints in general.  This Brooklyn 
brewery definitely works to the beat of its own drum–
alternative, hippie yet classic style, and they use fine 
ingredients.  I like the bitterness, I like the floral qualities; it’s 
quite versatile and works well on its own and with food.” 
–Juliette Pope, Gramercy tavern

brooklyn local 1 ale

forging barely malt and hops from Germany, 
aromatic raw sugar from Mauritius and yeast 
from Belgium, the result is a dynamic complexity 
of flavors. it is fermented in tank and then re-
fermented in bottle.

“Blue Smoke is actually the number one restaurant 
seller of Brooklyn Brewery Beers in the world.  At the 
restaurant, it pairs well with our crab salad given its 
citrus flavor.” –Jay Doran, Blue Smoke

DogFish heaD, raison D’etre

Deep, complex mahogany ale brewed with beet 
sugar, green raisins and Belgian-style yeast. the 
beer contains notes of pit fruit, wine, malt…and 
decadence.

“These guys like to use a lot of hops, and by brewing the 
beer with green raisins, it adds a little bit of dried fruit 
characteristic. Dogfish Head specifically brewed this to 
go with steak.” –Brandon Barton, tabla

tHe beers: 

tHe wines: 
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for tHe toMato base
2 1/4 teaspoons cumin seeds
2 1/4 teaspoons coriander seeds
Scant 1/2 teaspoon ground 
turmeric
Scant 1/2 teaspoon cayenne
2 teaspoons canola oil
1 1/2 cups diced white onion
1 tablespoon minced peeled ginger
1 1/2 teaspoons minced garlic
1/2 cup diced tomato
Kosher salt

for tHe fisH Mousse
3 ounces skinless white fish fillet, 
such as cod, bass or pollack
1 whole egg
1 egg white
2 teaspoons grated lime zest (from 
about 1 1/2 limes)
2 tablespoons finely chopped 
cilantro
2 tablespoons finely sliced chives
1/4 cup fresh lime juice (from 
about 1 1/2 limes)
Sea salt and freshly ground black 
pepper
1 pound lump crabmeat,  
gently picked over for shell pieces
2 cups panko
3 tablespoons canola oil

Directions:
Finely grind the cumin and coriander 
seeds in an electric coffee/spice 
grinder, then blend with the turmeric 
and cayenne in a small bowl.  
Heat the oil in a 10-inch skillet 
over moderate high heat until it 
shimmers.  
Add the onion, ginger and garlic 
and sauté for 5 minutes, or until the 
onion is softened.  
Stir in the tomato, spice mixture and 
salt to taste.  Cook the mixture over 
moderately low heat, stirring often, 
until it releases its liquid and then 
thickens, about 30 minutes.  
Cool the base, uncovered.  The base 
can be made a day ahead and kept, 
covered, in the refrigerator.
Puree the fish, egg and egg white in a 
food processor until smooth.  

Transfer the fish puree to a bowl big 
enough to later hold the tomato base 
and crabmeat, then stir in the lime 
zest, cilantro and chives. (You should 
have about 1 cup fish mousse.)
Stir the tomato base and lime juice 
into the fish mousse and season 
generously with salt and pepper.  Fold 
in the crabmeat.
Spread the panko on a tray.  Form 1 
small test patty of the crab mixture 
and roll it in the panko.  Sauté it in 
a lightly oiled pan (about 1 minute 
on each side) and taste.  Correct the 
seasoning to suit your taste.  Gently 
form the remaining crab mixture 
into 12 equal balls and roll them into 
panko.  Pat the balls into cakes (about 
2 1/2 inches by 3/4 inch), taking care 
not to squeeze them tightly.

Preheat the oven to 225 degrees F.
Heat 1 1/2 tablespoons of the canola 
oil in a heavy 10- to 12-inch skillet 
over moderately high heat until it 
shimmers.  
Add half of the crab cakes and sauté 
for about 3 minutes, or until golden 
on the bottom.
Turn them over carefully and sauté 
for about 3 minutes longer, or until 
golden on the bottom.
Transfer to paper towels or brown 
paper to drain, then place on a 
baking sheet with sides.
Keep the crab cakes warm in the 
middle of the oven while sautéing 
the remaining crab cakes the same 
way.  
Serve the crab cakes warm.

r e C i P e S

Goan Spiced Crab Cakes serves 6  
                                            from One Spice, Two Spice by Floyd Cardoz, Morrow, 2006

avocado Salad 
inGreDients
2 1/2 teaspoons cumin seeds
6 ripe but firm Hass avocados
2 teaspoons grated lime zest  
1/3 cup lime juice (from about 2 
limes)
1/2 cup finely chopped red onion
1 cup diced plum tomato
2 tablespoons finely sliced cilantro
1/4 cup extra virgin olive oil
1/8 teaspoon cayenne
Pinch of sugar
Kosher salt and freshly ground 
black pepper

Directions:
Toast the cumin seeds in a dry 
small skillet over moderately low 
heat, shaking the skillet, until 
fragrant and a couple of shades 
darker, about 3 minutes.
Turn them out on a tray or small 
plate to cool.
Finely grind seeds in an electric 
spice/coffee grinder.
Cut each avocado in half 
lengthwise and remove the pit.  
Scoop out each half in one piece 
with a large spoon and lay it, cut 
side down, on a cutting board.  

Cut each into 1/2 inch pieces and 
transfer to a large bowl.  
Gently toss the avocado pieces 
with the lime zest and juice.  
Fold the onion, tomato and 
cilantro into the avocados.  Fold 
everything together carefully so 
that you don’t smash the avocados 
or tomatoes.  
Fold in the oil, cumin, cayenne, 
sugar, and salt and pepper to taste.  
Serve immediately or refrigerate, 
surface covered with plastic wrap, 
for up to 2 hours.

from One Spice, Two Spice by Floyd Cardoz, Morrow, 2006
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S P i C e  r a C K

sPice tiPs 
n    buy spices whole.  Ground 

preparations lose their potency 
almost immediately.

n    buy them from an ethnic market 
that has a high turnover.

n    Grind spices fresh and they 
should keep for one to two 
weeks before they begin to lose 
their flavor.

n    store spices in airtight containers 
away from light and heat.

mace   
mace grows on the same tropical tree as nutmeg.  the fruit of 
the tree bears black nuts with ‘nutmeg kernels’ surrounded by 
a webby net called mace.  the net is removed, flattened and 
dried.  

mace works well with lamb and game which is perfect for the 
season.  combined with green cardamom, it really helps to 
warm up the body a bit.

cinnamon 
this spice is the result of drying the thin, rolled inner bark of 
the cinnamon tree – an evergreen indigenous to southern 
india and sri lanka.

great in stews and, like mace, with any game.  use it for fruit-
roasting or stewing apples, and also in seafood!

green carDamom 
a warming spice that is also sweet, it comes from a plant in 
the ginger family and is one of the more expensive spices.

green cardamom and mace work really well together, and are 
perfect for grilling meats in the fall and winter.  

cloves 
the aromatic dried, unopened flower buds of a small 
evergreen tree that is native to the spice islands in indonesia.

once again, works well with game and seafood. when roasting 
pumpkins with lime juice and maple syrup, add cloves and 
cinnamon – this enhances the sweetness of the pumpkins.

one Spice, 
two Spice

tabla’s kitchen has a room dedicated to every spice common to indian 
cuisine, along with a selection of american and south american chilies.

the fall and winter seasons are the perfect 
time to introduce these ‘warming’ spices  

into your kitchen routine. 
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the Pryzants started four Story Hill farm in wayne County Pennsylvania in 
1992, and today sell their coveted apple fed Berkshire pork and chicken to some 
of the best restaurants in the country, including tabla.  aware of the restaurant’s 
reputation for using only the finest ingredients, the Pryzant family reached out to 
floyd to sample their products. immediately following a tour of the four Story 
Hill farm, he commissioned them to custom-raise poultry and pigs for tabla.  

“Pork has a special place in Goan cuisine,” says Chef Cardoz.  “The Four Story Hill 
Farm heritage pork is so flavorful and their caring , humane, hormone-free practices 
make all of us in the kitchen extremely proud to feature their products on our menu.” 

four Story Hill farm
                                    HOME ON THE FrEE rANGE
Ever since opening Tabla, Chef Cardoz has been passionate about establishing enriching relationships with 
small, local farmers. Through these partnerships with wonderful people who are dedicated to growing the 
best food and raising animals with care, the restaurant is able to showcase seasonal and sustainable food on 
its menu. Artisanal farmers like Sylvia and Steve Pryzant of Four Story Hill Farm contribute the products and 
passion that make this a reality on the plate.

Chef de Cuisine ty Kotz orders meat from four Story Hill farm every week 
that is cut especially to the restaurant’s specific needs, depending on the season – 
sometimes even the week.  the pork is featured throughout the menu in many 
different ways – from house made sausage to house-cured bacon to floyd’s 
signature Goan spiced roast pork tenderloin (see recipe).

P r i z e D  P U rv e Y o r

inGreDients
 1 tsp black peppercorns
 1 tbs cumin seeds
 1/2  cinnamon stick
 3  cloves
 1/2 tsp ground turmeric
 5  garlic cloves, peeled
 1  heaping tablespoon  
  roughly chopped  
  peeled ginger
 1/3 cup  apple cider
 1 tbs cider vinegar
  Kosher salt and freshly  
  ground black pepper
 2  pork tenderloins,  
  about 2 1/4 pounds total

Directions:
Finely grind the peppercorns, cumin 
seeds, cinnamon, and cloves together 
in an electric coffee/spice grinder.  
Combine the ground spices with  
the garlic, ginger, cider, vinegar,  
1 tablespoon salt, and pepper to  
taste in a blender and puree until 
smooth.  
Generously pat the tenderloins all 
over with the marinade.  Marinate 
the tenderloins, covered and 
refrigerated, for at least 6 and up to 
8 hours.

Goan Spiced roast Pork tenderloin  serves 6 
                                           from One Spice, Two Spice by Floyd Cardoz, Morrow, 2006

Preheat the oven to 425 F.  
Bring the tenderloins to room 
temperature.  
Sprinkle the tenderloins with salt 
and roast on a rack in a roasting 
pan in the middle of the oven for 
30 minutes, or until an instant-read 
thermometer registers 140 F.
Let the tenderloins rest in the pan at 
room temperature for 10 minutes.  
(The temperature should rise to 155 F 
after resting.)  

Transfer the tenderloins to a cutting 
board and cut them against the 
grain on the bias into 1/2-inch-thick 
slices.  
Arrange the pork on a warm platter 
and serve at once. 
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Smeg 

it’s not hard to fall for these 
sleekly designed, 50s-style 
‘retro’ refrigerators with 
dreamy curved corners and 
a palate of colors that add 
just the right splash to any 
kitchen (pastel blue or lime 
green, anyone!)  Finally this 
italian company (name 
formed from the initials 
of their metal enameling 
factory in reggio emilia, 
italy) is state-side. we’ve 
been waiting on these after 
spotting them in european 
magazines over the past few 
years… www.smegusa.com 

La Tourangelle  
Roasted Walnut Oil

la tourangelle brings its 
products—and a new mill, 
stateside.  the 150-year 
old French artisan oil-mill 
that continues to produce 
uniquely flavored nut oils 
in time-honored tradition, 
now has a sister-mill based 
in california, complete with 
custom fabricating century-
old equipment and a French 
oil roasting master to train 
the staff.  the result: new 
offerings from nuts picked 
on neighboring orchards, 
sun-dried and hand-roasted 
before cold-pressed and 
light-filtered.  For fall, we love 
the roasted walnut oil.  this 
highly versatile oil pairs with 
just about everything—from 
salads to grilled meats—or 
just on it’s own with bread!    
www.latourangelle.com

Table to Table 

table to table is a 
community-based “food 
rescue” program that collects 
prepared and perishable 
food that would otherwise 
go unused and delivers it 
to organizations that serve 
the hungry in counties in 
northeastern new Jersey. this 
fresh food is delivered free of 
charge to nearly 50 agencies 
throughout the area, 
including elder care facilities, 
drug rehab centers, homeless 
shelters, homes for victims of 
domestic violence, hiv day 
centers, and pantries serving 
the “working poor.”  last year, 
they delivered enough food 
for more than 4,800,000 
meals!   
www.tabletotable.org

Volunteers for America 

touching the lives of more 
than 2 million people 
each year, volunteers for 
america is dedicated to 
‘reaching and uplifting the 
american people’, a mission 
they have pursued for over 
a century. this national 
non-profit organization 
works with america’s most 
vulnerable groups: at-risk 
youths, recovering addicts, 
reformed prisoners and the 
elderly—offering extensive 
professional long-term 
nursing care, assisted and 
independent living residences 
and federal housing programs.   
www.voa.org
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A fresh approach to catering and events by Danny Meyer’s Union Square Hospitality Group

H U D S O N  
Y A R D S 

C AT E R I N G

V I S I T  hycnyc.com 

C A L L  2 1 2  4 8 8  1 5 0 0

Experience the exceptional chef-driven cuisine and warm hospitality you’ve come to expect from our  
restaurants at your next personal or corporate event. From an elegant wedding in a striking landmark 
location to a casual backyard Blue Smoke barbecue, let Hudson Yards create a beautiful, seamless 
and unforgettable occasion.  

Consider one of our stunning venues* for your next celebration, or allow us to cater your event at 

home or in the location of your choice!

*   The Tunnel at The Waterfront
*  BG Restaurant at Bergdorf Goodman
*  Cornelia Day Resort
*  The Park Avenue Armory
*  Eleven Madison Avenue
*  The Museum of Modern Art
*  The Peter Jay Sharp Boathouse

HYC.11mp.b.indd   1 9/13/07   6:19:59 PM
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There’s something about traveling the globe that tends to rub off on people.
And with over 280 destinations in 50 countries, we give you the world.
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